MOMENTUM 2020
SPONSORSHIP FACT SHEET

March 20th-22nd, 2020

Headline Sponsors of $2,500 and up receive:
• ½ page advertisement in Art Focus Oklahoma magazine
• Top level acknowledgement with logo on ALL promotional materials
• 15 tickets to Momentum
• 10 tickets to the Momentum VIP Cocktails and Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel
• Honorable Mention artist award named after business
• Acknowledgement on all promotional materials as Headline Sponsor
• Facebook and Twitter mention with links to website/promotion

Supersonic Sponsors of $1,000 and up receive:
• 12 tickets to Momentum
• 6 tickets to the Momentum VIP Cocktail and Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel
• Honorable Mention artist award named after business
• Acknowledgement on event signage and website, with logo on social media

Transonic Sponsors of $500 and up receive:
• 8 tickets to Momentum
• 4 tickets to the Momentum VIP Cocktails and Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel
• Acknowledgement on event signage and website, with logo on social media

Sonic Sponsors of $200 and up receive:
• 4 tickets to Momentum
• 2 tickets to the Momentum VIP Cocktails and Spotlight Preview at 21c Museum Hotel
• Acknowledgement on event signage, social media, and website

Velocity Sponsors of $100 and up receive:
• 2 tickets to Momentum
• Acknowledgement on event signage and website

Sponsors of $50 and up receive:
• 1 ticket to Momentum
• Acknowledgement on website

For acknowledgement on print materials, please respond by January 31, 2020.
www.MomentumOklahoma.org

More information:
Krystle Brewer, Executive Director, 405.879.2400, krystle@ovac-ok.org
Oklahoma Visual Arts Coalition, 1720 N Shartel, Ste B, OKC, OK 73103